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HIGHLIGHTS FROM 
ISC WEST 2024
Strong interest shown in Farpointe’s mobile  
and long-range RFID solutions

By all accounts, ISC West 2024 was a hit. According to show 
organizers, ISC West welcomed more than 29,000 security industry 
professionals, increased the show floor by 20,000 square feet, and 
added 100 more exhibiting brands. As an exhibitor, Farpointe 
experienced the magnitude of the show first-hand, with steady booth 
traffic, a well-attended networking event, and numerous productive 
connections made with partners, integrators, and consultants.

If 2024 is any indication, we look forward to the possibilities  
ISC West 2025 will bring! Take a look below at some of what  
we featured during this year’s show.

Farpointe Hosts the  
Access Control Industry
Farpointe held its 11th annual Friends of Farpointe—an eagerly 
anticipated event during ISC West—on Thursday, April 11. Held  
on the Farpointe booth, this annual networking event is Farpointe’s 
opportunity to thank its partners and help others around the 
electronic access control industry make valuable connections.

Guests had the opportunity to relax in the middle of a busy show, 
have a cool beverage, network with industry experts, catch up with 
old friends, and make new ones. If you regularly attend ISC West, 
but missed Friends of Farpointe, we hope to see you in 2025!
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LEARN MORE LEARN MORE

CONEKT® Mobile 
Solutions . Reads both mobile and  

physical credentials . 2-in-1 mullion/single-gang  
reader, plus keypad readers . Contactless smartcard  
and proximity models . Wiegand or OSDP interfaces . CloudCONEKT™ API and SDK

Ranger® Long-Range 
Solutions . Exceptionally long read range  

up to 200 feet (61 m) . Ideal for parking, gates, garage  
doors, and more . Supports industry standard  
access control interfaces . 433-MHz frequency can be  
installed around the globe

OEM Solutions . Ultra low-power mobile-ready 
OEM module . BLE, NFC, and contactless 
smartcard (DESFire EV3) support . Battery powered for standalone 
applications . Ideal for locksets, vending, 
mobile readers, and more

Reach out to our customer support 
team for more information.

PRODUCTS SHOWCASED AT THE SHOW
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Transportation Solutions
With their size and scope, it’s clear that 
transportation hubs demand advanced access 
control solutions meeting a wide variety of security 
requirements. As such, it’s no surprise these busy 
hubs are considering long-range identification and 
multi-factor mobile access as key components 
within their integrated security operations.

Multi-Housing Solutions
Multi-housing is one of the most talked about 
opportunities in electronic access control. And 
justifiably so. Common among multi-housing 
complexes is the need to access gates, units, 
individual garages, common areas and amenities 
throughout the development—offering access 
control professionals a thriving vertical to serve.

Commercial Solutions
Recent industry reports indicate that there is a lot 
of 125-kHz proximity technology deployed—and 
still being deployed—in electronic access control 
applications. Given the rise in discussions around 
cybersecurity threats, what accounts for proximity’s 
continued use?

EXAMPLE RFID ACCESS CONTROL APPLICATIONS
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